
RODOLFO MARTÍNEZ VEGA
Software Developer

email:  rodomar@outlook.com
website:  https:/ /rodomar.mx

ABOUT ME
______________________________________________________________

I'm a Software Developer and a Linux lover. I like to participate in innovative projects in a startup
environment. Right now, I'm interested in Cloud Native Development.

EXPERIENCE
______________________________________________________________

Software Engineer
Globant → (2022 – present)

Integrating  applications  into  AWS  building  infrastructure  from  scratch  using  Terraform.  Creating
CI/CD workflows with Github Actions and Python scripts to automate deployments into development
and production environments. Using AWS Fargate, EKS, ECR, EC2, S3, CloudWatch to build PoCs to
containerize and deploy applications. Usage of GitHub as CI/CD and version control.

Lead Cloud Software Engineer
Intel → (2021 - 2022)

Managed a small  team that focused on executing performance analysis  and optimization for cloud
software, developing and making validation of Intel Architecture features in Google Cloud. Gathered
requirements from the Product Owner to create a web project with Django to visualize performance
workflows that allowed us to detect hotspots. Usage of GitHub as CI/CD and version control.

Software Developer
Rackspace → (2020 - 2021)

Worked with Golang and Kubernetes to  build tools to  create managed clusters for customers,  this
includes: configured different Helm charts like Prometheus, Grafana, Harbor, Nginx, Velero, and others
using Helm v3; use Terraform and RKE for the cluster management; created CLIs and services using
Golang to automate the deployment of services; create da UI with NodeJS using ReactJS to provide
access to the cluster and to the services deployed. Usage of OpenStack as the main cloud provider and
AWS EKS for few projects. Usage of CircleCI as CI/CD and GitHub for version control.

mailto:rodomar@outlook.com
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Software Engineer
Digitt → (2018 - 2020)

Built friendly applications for our fintech startup. Developing both in Frontend using ReactJS with
Redux, HTML5, CSS/Sass; and the Backend with NodeJS using RESTful, Koa, and PostgreSQL. We
use a microservice architecture using gRPC and Docker containers  orchestrated by Kubernetes and
Rancher. Usage of Gitlab CI/CD, Mocha for unit testing, and Nightwatch for e2e tests. Usage of AWS
services such as EC2, S3, CloudFront, Lambda functions, and RDS.

Front-End Developer
Agave Lab → (2017 - 2018)

Built a web application for a portfolio startup using ReactJS and GraphQL. After that, worked together
with a San Francisco company to build a complete web application to migrate data to AWS. We built it
using  microservices.  Technologies  used:  ReactJS,  HTML5,  CSS/Sass,  NodeJS,  PostgreSQL,
ExpressJS. Usage of CircleCI as CI/CD, Mocha for unit testing, and TestCafe for e2e tests.

Python Developer
Agave Lab → (2017)

Gave support to a Python web application using Python, Flask, and Bash scripts.

Technical Support Engineer
Micro Focus / Novell → (2016 - 2017)

Configured,  monitored and gave support to Linux Servers (SuSE).  Manage Identity and Access of
thousands of users using Novell software solutions. Developed Java and Bash applications to automate
DevOps processes.

EDUCATION
______________________________________________________________

B.S. in Computer Systems Escuela Superior de Cómputo, IPN → (2011-2016)

LANGUAGES
______________________________________________________________

Spanish → Native English → Professional

OTHER ACTIVITIES
______________________________________________________________

• Open source contributor member at Kubernetes Release Team and Kubernetes Spanish Docs.
• Co-founder and organizer of the Golang Community in Guadalajara, Mexico. We organize a

meetup to bring people together to attend talks related to Go.
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